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Cooking for Geeks: Real Science, Great Hacks, and Good FoodO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Are you the innovative type, the cook who marches to a different drummer -- used to expressing your creativity instead of just following recipes? Are you interested in the science behind what happens to food while it's cooking? Do you want to learn what makes a recipe work so you can improvise and create your own unique dish?
...
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Google on the Go: Using an Android-Powered Mobile PhoneQue, 2009
Google on the Go
 

THE EASY, FUN, PRACTICAL GUIDE TO GOOGLE ANDROID PHONES!

So you’ve got one of those hot new Android-powered phones? Awesome! Now, get the most out of it with Google on the Go! This friendly, easy book shows exactly how...
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The Geek Atlas: 128 Places Where Science and Technology Come AliveO'Reilly, 2009
The history of science is all around us, if you know where to look. With this unique traveler's guide, you'll learn about 128 destinations around the world where discoveries in science, mathematics, or technology occurred or is happening now. Travel to Munich to see the world's largest science museum, watch Foucault's pendulum swinging in Paris,...
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Internet Babylon: Secrets, Scandals, and Shocks on the Information SuperhighwayApress, 2004

	* Looks at the Internet from a morbid, sordid, entertaining perspective rather than a technical how-to perspective


	* Makes the Internet fun, fascinating, and non-intimidating for casual users.


	* Focuses on well-known actors, politicians, performing artists, and other public figures and how they have been treated...
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Unite the Tribes: Leadership Skills for Technology ManagersApress, 2013

	Every day, customers see the results of companies where fiefdoms have formed and silos create divisional or departmental strife: poor sales and profits, and lackluster products. It’s not hard to see that such companies are headed for an early grave.  

	

	Regardless of the manner in which company fractures...
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Fashioning Technology: A DIY Intro to Smart Crafting (Craft: Projects)Maker Media, Inc, 2008

	
		Ready to take your craft projects to the next level? With "smart" materials, unorthodox assembly techniques, and the right tools, you can create accessories, housewares, and toys that light up, make sounds, or do even more. Fashioning Technology is an introductory DIY book that brings technology and crafts together in a fun...
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Designing BSD Rootkits: An Introduction to Kernel HackingNo Starch Press, 2007
Designing BSD Rootkits introduces the fundamentals of programming and developing rootkits under the FreeBSD operating system. In addition to explaining rootkits and rootkit writing, the book aims to inspire readers to explore the FreeBSD kernel and gain a better understanding of the kernel and the FreeBSD operating system itself. Unlike...
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If Hemingway Wrote JavaScriptNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		What if William Shakespeare were asked to generate the Fibonacci series or Jane Austen had to write a factorial program? In If Hemingway Wrote JavaScript, author Angus Croll imagines short JavaScript programs as written by famous wordsmiths. The result is a peculiar and charming combination of prose, poetry, and...
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Geeks On Call Wireless Networking: 5-Minute FixesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Taking the worry out of wireless
    Once you get your wireless network up and running, you'll wonder how you got along without it. And you'll wonder how home and small business users survived before Geeks On Call. This book is jam-packed with simple steps, quick solutions, and basic information to make setting up and using...
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JavaScript: Visual QuickStart Guide (8th Edition)Peachpit Press, 2011

	Welcome to JavaScript! Using this easyto-
	learn programming language, you’ll be
	able to add pizzazz to your Web pages and
	make them more useful for you and for your
	site’s visitors. We’ve written this book as a
	painless introduction to JavaScript, so you
	don’t have to be a geek or a nerd to write a...
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Team Geek: A Software Developer's Guide to Working Well with OthersO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Life is full of unexpected twists, and the two of us never imagined
	
		we’d someday write a book about software engineering.
	


	
		Like most computer geeks, we discovered that our hobby and
	
		passion—playing with computers—was a great way to make a living
	
		after graduating college. And...
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Geeks On Call Windows XP: 5-Minute FixesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Preventing the dreaded "Windows Fever"
If you've used Windows XP for any length of time, you've probably had at least a mild attack. Symptoms include rising blood pressure, verbal outbursts, and an overpowering urge to pitch your PC off the roof. Geeks On Call has the remedy, and this book is the prescription. In it you'll find the...
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